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Its time for some fun with Peppa and her friends in this amazing book packed with sticker scenes,

coloring, and activities! Draw Peppa's house, play a game of hide-and-seek, decorate the pages

with piggy stickers, and lots more!
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Peppa Pig and family is a delightful t.v. program and it is fast becoming one of preschoolers

favorites, at least our 5 year old and her friends.Very nice pictures to be colored by your little artist

and of course got to have stickers. Very sweet show now with color book and stickers nice.

Really good quality stickers! My two-year-old will play with the same single sticker for DAYS, and

although it does lose its stick (of course), it's holding up!They're also easy to peel off and reapply.

This is very important since most of the stickers seem to end up on our coffee table/wood floors.

My 3 1/2 year old granddaughter loves everything Peppa. We have been having fun with this

magazine

My son is in love with this! The book itself is really high quality which was unexpected so it can be

handled roughly for some time without any damage.



Great hit with my nephew who loves Peppa Pig, especially the stickers

A little bit disappointed because my son loves stickers and I thought the book would include more.

There are a lot of pages of coloring and some activities, but the main part is coloring.

Great price. Well made. My granddaughter loves it. Great for times you need tokeep the little ones

entertained.

Bought as a present for a little girl who loves Peppa. She loved it. I looked through it before gifting it

and it was quality paper and nice stickers.
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